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Let a = (a,, a~,o, . . . .  ) be a sequence of pos;tive integers. The sequence (c,,c~ . . . . .  c~) is 
a-alternating if ! ,~ c, < c: < • • • < ck ~ n and in addition the first a, elements have the same 
parity, the next or: elements have opposite parity, the next a,  elements have the parity of the first 
grt,up, and so on. The final group of elements of like parity is permitted to have fewer elements 
than the required number. Let [(a; n, k) denote the number of a-alternating sequences of length 
k. An explicit formula for f(a; n, k) is obtained. 
1. Introduction 
A sequence of integers (a,,a2,...,ak) from Z,, = {1,2, .. . .  n} is said to be 
alternating if 
1 ~ a~ < a :<. - .as ,  ~ n, (1.1) 
and 
a, ~ a,,i + 1 (mod 2) (1 ~ i < k ). (1.2) 
Let a,,~ denote the number of sequences atisfying (1.1) and (1.2). Then "[i], [3] 
" I [½(n + k)~ +/~(n + k ) -  1 ~ (n - k (mod 2)), 
- k ) /  \ ! ( .  - k ) -  1 ,  
a~k = I ( 1.3)  {½(n + k - 
~k~(n - k - 1)] (n -= k + ! (mod 2)). 
Tanny [4] has generalized the notion of an alternating sequence in the following 
way. Let a, i8 be fixed positive integers. The sequence (al, a, . . . . .  ak ) is said to be 
(a, ~8)-alternating if it satisfies (1.1) and in addition the first a elements have the 
same parity, the next/3 elements have opposite parity, the following a elements 
have the parity of the first group, and so on. The final group of elements of like 
parity is permitted to have fewer than the required number (that is, either c,: or 
/3) of elements. Let f(a, ~; n, k) denote the number of such sequences. 
In particular, for/3 = 1, put &.k = f(a, 1; rg k). Then it is proved that 
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f 
b:~k n + k * n + k * -  &..o 
where k = (a + l)k* + u, 0 ~ u ~ a, and 
1 (u =0),  
,Lo = 0 (u # 0). 
Tanny also states that he has evaluated f(a, fl; n, k) for arbitrary k. 
in the present paper we generalize (a, fl)-aiternating sequences further. Let 
a = (a,,  a~, a~, . . .  ) (1.5) 
denote an arbitrary sequence of positive integers. We shall say that the sequence 
(a,, a2,..., a~ ) is a-alternating if it satisfies (1.1) and in addition the first a~ elements 
have the same p~trity, the next a2:elements have opposite parity, the next a, 
elements have the parity of the first group, and so on. The final group of elements of 
like parity is permitted to have fewer than the required number of elements. 
Let / (a;  n, k) denolle the number of a-alternating sequences as just defined. We 
shall show that 
(n ~ k ~ 1), (1.6) 
*here r is the' unique positive integer defined by a ,+- . -+  a,_,< k, 
O~+' ' '+O~,  t+Cr, 1>it. 
The proof of (1.6) is combinatorial in nature bt, t does make use of a simple 
combinatorial identity. 
2. Some preliminaries 
As above let " - i (a ,n ,k )  denote the number of a-alternating sequences 
(c,,c.. . . .  ,ck) of length k from Z, ={1,2, . . . ,n}.  Also let O(a;n ,k)denote  the 
,umber of such sequ,~mces with c, odd and E(a; n, k) the number with ct even, so 
that 
f (a ;n ,k )= O(a; n, k )+ E(a; n, k). 
Lemma 1. We hav~' 
E(a;n,k)= O(a; n - 1, k)  
(2.1) 
(n > 1). (2.2) 
Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [4], it suflices to consider the 
correspondence 
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(C l ,  C 2 . . . . .  Ck )~ ' (C l  - l , c : -  1 , . . . , ck -  1), 
where c, is even. 
Lemma 2. Let  t,. h ,  . . ., t, be nonnegat ive  integers. Then  
(n , ' ) (n2) . . . ( )=(n ,  n+r - I  ) (2.3, 
..*.., .... .,,~-, h,  t2 t, t t+ ' ' '+t ,+r -  1 ' 
where the summat ion  on the left is over  al l  non-negat ive  n, sat is[y ing n, + n: + • • • + 
n, = n. 
Proof. The case r = 2 is well-known (see for example [2, p. 9, formula (3c)] and the 
general result is easily proved by induction on r. 
For completeness we give the following proof. Let S, denote the left membe ,)f 
(2.3). Then 
• S.X  " = 
. =0  
nl ÷., z~ " " " X " l÷n2*  
. , . . : . . . . ,  -~o t l  It, 
-n (°,). 
i= l  ~,~,, "I 
= lZI {x ' , ( l -  x) - ' ,  '} 
, i=! 
=x"  .... +',(! - x )- ', . . . . . . .  " - '  
=x"  ...... "k~ ( ' '+ ' ' '+t '+=,  k 
= ~(  n+r - I  )x ,  
,..o' n- t1  . . . . .  t, 
-:!:( "+'- '  ) 
,~o  , t :  + . . . * t .  + r - I 
r+k-1)  x 
X n 
and (2.3) follows at once. 
3. Proof of (I.6) 
Define the integer r by means of 
{ al + a: + • • • + a,-t < k ~1 + a,  + • • • + ~tr >i k. 
Hence, for k ~ 1, we have r >I I. Let 
o'=(c,,c~,...,ck) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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denote an a-alternating sequence with c~ odd. It follows from the definition and 
13.1) that tr can be broken into r sequences 
, r ,  --- ( c , , . . ,  c~, ) ,  ~r, - (C~, . , , . . . ,  C~, .~) ,  •. • 
, r , ,=(c . , . .~ . . ,  . . . .  , c~,  ..... . . . , , ) ,  
tr ,  = (c , ,  ...... o . . , , j ,  . . ., Ck ), 
where the elements of tr, are all odd, those of o', are all even, those of a', all odd, 
and ~ on. The number of elements in o5 is tr, for I ~ j ~< r - 1; however the number 
of elements in tr, is 
p = k - a , -  t]~2 . . . . . .  a , , .  (3.3) 
By (3.1), p satisfies 
I ~< p ~< a,. (3.4) 
Corresponding to the partition of o" into o-~, tr2,..., tr,, we construct he following 
partition of (I, 2 . . . . .  n): 
(I . . . .  ,2t8, - 1), (2/3,,..., 2/3, +. 2~2), 
(2~, + 2~, + 1,o.., 2t3, + 2/3~ + 213,- 1), . . . .  (3.5) 
where 
2~, -  1 = c,. , ,2~, + 2j82 = c,.,+.,, 
2B, + 2/]r + 2~, -  1 = c,,,+,.2.,.,.-.. (3.6) 
Nott: thal 
~2, ,~1,  ~: ,~0.  (3.7) 
This suggests the following method for evaluating U(a; n, k). Partition (1,2 . . . .  ,n)  
into r subsets (3.5), where it is understood that order is prescribed and the/3j satisfy 
(3.7) Now, h,r each partition (3.5), we construct a-alternating sequences o-= 
(c ; .  c :  . . . . .  c ,  ) where co, c,,,~o,, c.. ~,,2.,,,,... satisfy (3.6), but the remaining c~ are 
free t'except, of course, 1for parity and order condi6en~;). The number of choices for 
c . . . . . .  c . . ,  is evideat~y (~:-:), the number of choices for c,,~t . . . .  , c,, +,,-, is (~  t), 
lh,,' ~mber  of choices for c,, , ,  .,, .... c,, .~,..,, _, is (f~::]), and so on. The number of 
choices for the ( r -  l)..th subsequence is (f; ,_,), where 
e= { l  0 ( , ' - l odd)  
(v -  1 even), 
For ~he r'" subsequence, however, the number of choices is 
(3.8) 
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Ur 
[(n + I)/21 -/3) (r odd) 
P 
[n /2 ] - /3  + 1 ) (r even),  
P 
(3.')) 
where /3  =/3,  + . . .  + /3 , ,  and p is def ined by (3.3). In view of (3.8), (3.9) mav be 
replaced by 
u =([(n+l-e)/2l-fl+e). 
P 
It follows that 
(3.zo) 
o~.+..~,:m("' ')( ", I. (" ',-+) a. I. t+: - l ,  " or, ,-I. u,, (3.11) 
where the summat ion  is over t3,,/3., . . . . .  ~, , satisfying (3.7). 
For  r :: 2s + !, (3.11) becomes 
where '- D21 
o,.+,,+,,,: ~: (,.-,)... (o+~ 
" ~ t  I . _ 
,) (i,,, +,,;+,--+) 
. P 
b..+ ) ([(n + l)/2] s -b )  
or,.,- ! p • ' :m(o+,~,)...( 
=/3~,, b.,,+, = 132,,,- 1 and b = b, + . . . .  + b~.,. Hence  by Lemma 2, 
(r = 2s + 1). 
- ,) (t.:+]-,+ +,'+ 
- I ,  p ., 
s -b+i ) .  
P 
O(a; n, / . )  : ( [ (n+ 1)121+ s -  ! )  
ot~ + -. • + a. ,  + p 
_. (t,,, +,  ,:,I +,- ,) 
k 
For  r = 2m (3.11) yields 
O(a; n, k )= (i3' - l ) . . . (/3'-' ' 
or1 I \ a : ,  
= • . • | l . . t+ l  
\a~-  1 \c~:, t-" 1. 
where now b = bt + . . . .  ~- b:,,+ ,. Lemma 2 gives 
i 
t + .  r~ l  
O(a; n,t,:)= t',,',-+ -- s -  ! ~ (r - '~)+ 
k / "+ 
Combining (3.12) with (3.13), we have 
O(a; n, k ) = ( [('~" + r)/2] ) 
, k  " 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
0.14) 
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Next. by (2.1) and (2.2), 
.t'(a; n, k ) = O(a; n, k ) + O(a; n -- !, k ), 
so that 
(l<,+r- ,,,2J t 
k k " 
We may now state 
Theorem. For n ~ I, k ~ ! and r defined by (3.1), f(a; n, k ) is evaluated by (3.15). 
In the case a l  = a :  = a~ = 
(3.15) 
.... it is clear that r = k, so that (3.15) becomes 
+( [ (n+k-k  ')/21). (3.16) 
it is easily verified that (3.16) is in agreement with (I.3). 
Next. f(~ra~, =a.a : ,  : ! andk*dc f inedbyk  =(at+l )k*+u,  0~u-<-a ,  it is 
easily seen that 
= / 2k* (u = O) 
I" 
t 2k*+l  ( l~u  ~a) .  
"l°hus (3.15) becomes, for u = 0, 
while, for I ~-~ u ~ k, 
= ( i , .  + ,,,21 + + 
"lhese formulas are evidently in agreemen! with (1.4). 
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